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Abstract: Nowadays, it is indispensible to take into consider the risk in modern technical
management especially in hydraulic systems under different circumstances. The reliability
of a hydraulic system is a well investigated area by researchers because of system damages
or crash down can cause cost losses, human injuries or death. If the hydraulic system gives
back imprecise or vague data and the reports of expert given by linguistic variables during
the inspection then the risk assessment must be calculated with fuzzy mathematics. In this
paper, the authors propose a modified fuzzy rule based risk assessment method for the risk
assessment of hydraulic systems. The difference between the proposed and the original
methods is the defuzzification sub process only. This defuzzification sub process is called
Summarized Defuzzification (SDF).
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1

Introduction

Pokorádi had written a paper about fuzzy rule based hydraulic risk assessments
[13] in which some questions are raised. Before fuzzyfying, the averaging of
opinions of experts does not reflect the full spectrum of expert opinions. Therefore
authors work out a modified fuzzy rule based risk assessment method to handle
extreme opinions on input data because of statistical averaging skips them
immediately. The motivation was to handle these extreme opinions in another way
because they are opinions from experts so they contain information from the
investigated area even if experts do not have longtime experiences. On the other
hand if one does not have enough data, moreover they are imprecise and
uncertainty, from questionnaires then the statistical averaging is not the best way
to handle extreme opinions. The expert opinions, knowledge are mainly reported
in linguistic variables.
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The first publication is written by Zadeh in [20], where he introduced the notion of
fuzzy sets. To have a good introduction into fuzzy set and logic theory, the authors
recommend the Ross’ book [15] specialized for engineers. To measure imprecise
and uncertainty data and notions one must use fuzzy set and logic theory which
can handle the linguistic variables and logically inconsistent statements [15].
Fuzzy risk matrix is a very useful tool for semi-quantitative risk assessment which
is provided by Markowski & Mannan to handle process activities of hazardous
materials [7]. Therefore they developed low-cost, standard and high-cost matrixes.
In Markowski et. al.’ paper, they introduced the risk correction index to take into
consideration uncertainty concerned with the identification of representative
accident scenario which provided more realistic results [8].
Shi et. al.’s analyzed results interpret the effectiveness of the Gaussian-mixed
fuzzy clustering model on valence-arousal-related fMRI data-set for feature
exracting operations including power spectrum density, spline, shape-preserving
and cubic fitting methods [16].
The authors cite another application of fuzzy set and logic theory like Johanyák
shows the clonal selection algorithm for tuning up the fuzzy inference system
which was tested in case of SISO and MISO systems for which it is successfully
usable [4].
Nagy et. al. proposed a stochastic approach for fuzzy control which is extremely
fast, robust and simulation of the inverse pendulum makes validate it [9].
Rezaei et. al. proposed analytic hierarchy process with application for fuzzy multicriteria decision making analysis which takes into consideration more important
factors in decision making if it has fuzzy enviroment [14].
Singh & Markaset’ paper represents a risk based inspection planning for oil and
gas pipe systems based on fuzzy framework [17]. The inspected rate of corrosion
and the efficiency of inspection are taken into consideration as fuzzy variables to
calculate Trust in Inspection Results and Trust in Predicted Results which are
combined together for estimated corrosion for carbon steel pipes.
Liu et. al. have written a comprehensive literature review about computing with
words using fuzzy mathematics [6]. They survey the papers for ordinal linguistic
approach, fuzzy rule based, fuzzy number and fuzzy extension of typical
probabilistic risk assessment and some miscellaneous applications.
Cai represents a literature review about failure-oriented view to holistic view of
system failure engineering combined with fuzzy methodology [1]. In his paper,
there are shown a lot of engineering case-studies and fuzzy mathematics problems
raised by applications.
Fuzzy risk analysis problems are proposed to solve with arithmetic operator –
which satisfy all properties for trapezoidal fuzzy numbers according to Xu et. al.
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[18] – and investigated the similarity of the trapezoidal fuzzy numbers. Moreover
they made an experiment with 30 sets of fuzzy trapezoidal number for calculation
risk which results are acceptable because they are close to human thinking.
Accuracy of agricultural natural disaster risk assessment is improved, which work
efficiency is about 28% higher then the histogram method, with developed
information distribution and interior-outer-set model for calculating fuzzy
probability distribution to show imprecision by Huang in [2].
Jamshidi et. al. designed the Mamdani algorithm for pipeline risk assessment
based on fuzzy logic toolbox of MATLAB to use one of the most popular
techniques in pipeline risk assessment namely relative risk score methodology [3].
Moreover, they made a comparison between the traditional risk assessment and
the fuzzy methodology based risk assessment on a case-study in which the last one
provides more accurate and precise results.
Li et. al. proposed the fuzzy human error risk assessment for determining human
error risk importance as function of human error probability, error-effect
probability and error consequence severity and they provide the Mamdani
techniques in fuzzy toolbox of MATLAB [5]. The results of case-studies are more
realistic, practicable and valuable.
Wang et. al. proposed fuzzy failure mode and effect analysis with weighted
geometric mean for prioritization of failure modes by fuzzy risk priority numbers
[19]. The alpha-level sets centroid defuzzification method is used for ranking the
failure modes.
Pokorádi wrote about the reliability and fuzzy rule based risk assessment with an
application in a special helicopter mission for reliability and risk in [10].
Pokorádi’s book [12] speaks about system and process modeling in engineering
which contains introduction in fuzzy set and logic theory and its applications
specialized for engineers like fuzzy decision-making and fuzzy failure mode and
effect analysis. Pokorádi has applied the fuzzy rule based risk assessment in
military science in [10].
All of cited papers above show how any kind of fuzzy risk assessment is
important on a lot of part of science like engineering, informatics, agriculture and
so on.
The general aim of the authors is to work out new fuzzy rule based risk assesment
methods which consists new defuzzification where the opinion of experts goes
through the process till the composition part during the decision-making without
averaging the experts’ opinions at the beginning of the process. During suggested
method averaging occurs at the end of the assessment process. Therefore the total
spectrum of experts’ opinions has more effect on results. Because of different
intermediate results arise in inference and composition subprocesses in case of
different experts’ opinions.
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This means more carefully quantified experts’ opinion as result which reflect more
carefully the experts’ opinions. The aim of this paper is to present a solution to
handle extreme opinions without averaging at the beginning of fuzzy rule based
risk assessment. This assessment process uses called Summarized DeFuzzification
(SDF).
The rest part of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a short
overview about fuzzy risk assessment and introduces the theoretical background
of the SDF method. Section 3 shows an easy case-study about a hydraulic system
for its risk computation. In the last section, authors give a summary of their work.

2

Fuzzy Rule-based Risk Assessment

In this section authors proved a short overview about traditional fuzzy rule-based
risk assessment and they introduce the summarized defuzzification.

2.1. Traditional Fuzzy Rule-based Risk Assessment
The traditional fuzzy decision process has next parts: fuzzyfication, inference,
composition and defuzzification (Figure 1). Sometimes it is joined together the
composition and defuzzification process.
Fuzzyfication sub process means that the input data are fuzzyfied with predefined
fuzzy membership functions for further computations.

Figure 1
Traditional fuzzy process flow-chart (source: [12])

Inference sub process means if the predicates are joined together with logical
AND then the data are combined together with t-norm. If the predicates are
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connected with logical OR then the data are handled with s-norm. The If-Then
rules are represented in the Risk Assessment Matrix (RAM) for easy handling
(like Figure 10).
Composition sub process means each category which has more values, is
composed with s-norm – usually used maximum operator. One takes only the non
zero inference into consider in composition sub process.
Defuzzification sub process means that the fuzzy result is converted in a crisp
value. This is necessary especially in technical management because decision
makers like managers, leaders can not handle the fuzzy results.
There is a lot of theoretical and practical method for defuzzification process. The
authors choose the Weighted Mean of Maximum (WMM) – because of the “base”
of case study [13] used that method – where of course it has many different types.
In this paper it is defined by equation (1).
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– the number of conclusions which are different from 0,

µi

– the value of i-th fuzzy membership function,

zi

– the weighted value of the i-th fuzzy membership function.

The weighted value of fuzzy membership function means either the point on
abscissa where fuzzy membership function takes its maximum value at only one
point or the midpoint of the interval if this maximum value is on an interval. This
method is common used in literatures i.e. [12, 15].

2.2. Summarized Defuzzification (SDF)
The fuzzy rule based risk assessment using Summarized Defuzzification (SDF)
method is the next: one takes the traditional fuzzy process till the composition
part, in other words one let the input opinions, where some of expert teams can
have extreme opinion, through fuzzyfication, inference and composition sub
process.
One collects all this fuzzy results. This means one has converted all extreme
opinions to fuzzy risk assessment. Then one can defuzzyfy for all fuzzy risk
opinions, if crisp value of risk is needed, where the SDF is shown on Figure 2. To
get it clear, the definition of summarized defuzzification is in equation (2).
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RSWMM - Crisp value of summarized defuzzification,
m

– the number of opinions (input data),

n

– the number of fuzzy membership function,

µij

– the value of j-th fuzzy membership function
which belongs to i-th opinion (input data),

zij

– the weighted value of the i-th fuzzy membership function
in case of the j-the opinion.

Figure 2
Summarized defuzzification flow-chart

One remark again: The weighted value of fuzzy membership function has either
only one point where fuzzy membership function takes its maximum value or the
midpoint of the interval if this maximum value is over an interval. This method
can easily and quickly to be computed. The equation 2. express that the experts’
opinion are taken into considaration at the end of defuzzification process. In this
paper all computation is made by Maple in which a module is developed by
authors.
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Case-Study

In this case-study the authors investigate an easy sample for a hydraulic system.
This sample was investigated in an earlier paper with the traditional fuzzy rule
based method which is written in [13] when Pokorádi used opinions of two expert
teams that investigated a hydraulic system from different points of view. During
the calculation of case-study, the authors use triangular and trapezoidal fuzzy
membership functions on linear (equations (3)-(4) and Figures 3-4) and
logarithmic scaled abscissa (equations (5)-(6) and Figures 5-6).

Figure 3
Triangular fuzzy membership function

Figure 4
Trapezoidal fuzzy membership function

x  a
b  a , a  x  b
 c  x
f ( x)  
, bxc
c  b
, otherwise
 0

Sign : f : (a, b, c).

(3)
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, otherwise
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(4)
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c
)
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b
)

0
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Sign :  : (a, b, c).

(5)

Firstly the severity, probability, and risk fuzzy sets categories (Table 1, Figures 79) and the RAM (Figure 10) should be defined according to experts and their
experiences and knowledge.
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Figure 5
Triangular membership function in case of logarithmic scaled abscissa
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Figure 6
Trapezoidal membership function in case of logarithmic scaled abscissa

Figure 7
Fuzzy membership function of severity categories

Figure 8
Fuzzy membership function of probability categories
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Figure 9
Fuzzy membership function of risk categories
Table 1
The severity-, probability- and risk categories

Negligible

 Neg  f : (0,0,1,2)

Moderate

Mod  f : (1,2,4,5)

Critical

Crit  f : (4,5,8,9)

Catastrophic

Cat  f : (8,9,10,10)

Unlikely

Unl   : (0,0,104 ,103 )

Seldom

Sel   : (104 ,103 ,102 )

Occasional

Occ   : (103 ,102 ,101 )

Likely

 Lik   : (102 ,101 ,0.2)

Frequent

 Freq   : (101 ,0.2,1,1)

Low

 Low  f : (0,0,1,2)

Medium

Med  f : (1,2,5,6)

High

 H  f : (5,6,8,9)

Extra High

 EH  f : (8,9,10,10)

Severity

Probability

Risk

Two types of hazard are investigated in our hydraulic system namely burst in
return pipe and pump failure (Table 2). The results of traditional fuzzy process are
in “traditional” columns. The data are gathered from investigated failure rate with
statistical methods for probability and the scale is from 0 to 1 for it. The
experts/engineers have been divided into two expert groups. Let them A and B.
The opinion about severity, is given by team A, are 3.8 for burst return pipe and 8
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for pump failure on scale from 0 to 10. The opinion about severity, is given by
team B, are 4.6 for burst return pipe and 9 for pump failure again on scale from 0
to 10. The averages are 4.2 for burst in return pipe and 8.5 for pump failure. The
results of average input mean the traditional result which is published in [13].

Figure 10
Risk Assessment Matrix (RAM) (source: [13])

The authors emphasize not to do averaging because of all expert has notable
knowledge about the investigated hydraulic system even if some of them have not
too much experiences.

Input data

Table 2
The results of traditional and summarized defuzzification

Name of Hazard

Probability

Severity

Severity
Probability
Catastrophic
Critical
Moderate
Negligible
Frequent
Likely
Occasional
Seldom

Burst in return pipe
Traditional
A
B
4.2
3.8
4.6
0.0002
0
0
0
0.2
0
0.6
0.8
1
0.4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.301

Inference &
composition

Unlikely
Extra high
High
Medium
Low

Defuzzification

Pump failure
Traditional
A
8.5
8
0.005
0.5
0
0.5
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.699
0.301

0.699

B
9
1
0
0
0

0

0
0
0.2

0
0
0

0
0
0.301

00
0.5
0.301

0
0.699
0.301

0
0.699
0

0.699

0.699

0.6

0

0

0

1.284

1.205
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The first step is fuzzyfying input data, this step can be seen for probability and
severity on Table 2. The severity and probability values are joined together with
minimum operator according to risk assessment matrix (e.g. Table 3 for B group
at burst in return pipe). If some risk categories have many values then they are
joined together with maximum operator in composition part (e.g. Table 2) which
is represented at Table 3. as well.
The fuzzy result is L – 0.699 after the calculation for opinion A at burst in return
pipe. The fuzzy result is M — 0.301 and L — 0.6 after the calculation for opnion
B at burst in return pipe. The fuzzy result is L – 0.699 after the calculation for
opinion A at burst in return pipe. The fuzzy result is M — 0.301 and L — 0.6 after
the calculation for opnion B at burst in return pipe.
Table 3
The RAM & composition result

Frequent
0

Likely
0

Occasional
0

Seldom
0.301

Unlikely
0.699

EH, 0

EH, 0

H, 0

H, 0

M, 0

EH, 0

H, 0

H, 0

M

H, 0

M, 0

M, 0

L

A, 0
Catastrophic
B, 0
A, 0
Critical

B, 0.6
A, 1

Moderate
B, 0.4
Negligable

0
0.30
1
0.30
1
0.30
1

0
L

0.6
0.699

L
0.4

A, 0

M, 0
L, 0
L, 0
L, 0
L, 0
B, 0
After composition A opinion about risk for burst in return pipe: L — 0.699
After composition B opinion about risk for burst in return pipe: M — 0.301, L — 0.699

To do SDF one must use equation (2). The number of opinions n is 2, the number
of fuzzy membership function at risk categories are m = 4. So using the equation
(2) one gets the result of the fuzzy opinion of experts for crisp value of risk 1.205
on a scale from 0 to 10 by burst in return pipe. At pump failure one gets the result
for crisp value of risk 6.38. Both of results are different with SDF from the
traditional fuzzy based computation.
After using of modified risk assessment, the Authors showed its complete results
(not only these hazards shown above) to participators. Their general opinions
were, the modified results are more carefully quantified of joint expertise
according to the rate of experts’ group. But the participators could not estimate the
difference by a numerical crisp value.
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Summary
In this paper, authors have proposed a new point of view for handling extreme
experts’ opinions during fuzzy rule based risk assessment. This method uses
summarized defuzzification which gives better crisp values for risk in risk
assessment like traditional method according to Pokorádi. Of course like every
risk predictions which are used in decision-making process, have been provided
responsibilities of managers or leaders. The future aims to work out other SDF
methods and to use them in general practice for technical management.
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